
Blackhorse Road, Walthamstow, London E17

We Welcome Your Views

We want to understand the views of local residents 
and other interested parties.  The boards on display 
outline a brief history of the site, show initial ideas of 
the proposals and present sketches and illustrations of 
how the development might look.

  
We hope you find the exhibition informative and 
helpful.  Representatives of Key London Alliance, the 
design team and Green Issues are on hand to answer 
any questions you may have.

This exhibition sets out plans for the redevelopment of 
the former railway depot and goods yard adjacent to 
Blackhorse Road, Walthamstow, including the former 
management office of the Warner Estate.

Please take the time to fill out a feedback form with 
your comments and place it in the box provided.  Your 
comments will be considered by the design team whilst 
drawing up the proposals for a planning application.

We anticipate a further exhibition in the New Year at 
which we will present a more detailed scheme, once 
the design team have a developed their ideas further.

We will prepare a report based on the feedback we 
receive which we will send to the council and to those 
who request a copy and leave their contact details.

We want to hear 
your views.
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London Wide Initiative
In late 2003, English Partnerships, the Department • 
for Communities and Local Government, Greater 
London Assembly and the Housing Corporation 
launched the London-Wide Initiative (LWI), a pilot 
scheme aimed at fast-tracking more affordable homes 
in Greater London.

The initiative proposes to deliver up to 4,500 homes • 
over the next five years, a proportion of which will 
be sold as shared equity homes to key workers and 
first-time buyers.

The objective is for new developments to include a • 
mix of open-market sale as well as discounted units 
for key workers, affordable shared ownership and 
affordable rented accommodation.

Key objectives of the initiative include:• 

– Sites that are close to local transport 
   facilities;
– Developments featuring affordable 
   and key worker as well as private 
   housing;
– Utilisation of Modern Methods of 
   Construction (MMC);
– Sustainable development in terms 
   of methods of construction, energy 
   efficiency and use.

Who is Key London 
Alliance Ltd (KLA)?
KLA was formed in 2005 and is currently working on 
six sites with English Partnerships on the London Wide 
Initiative.  

KLA is a joint venture company between high profile 
companies:

Circle Anglia Housing
Circle Anglia was formed in July 2005 from the merger 
of two well-established housing groups - Circle 33 
and Anglia. It manages over 27,000 properties, making 
it one of the largest housing groups in the UK.

Inspace Homes
Inspace Homes is Inspace Partnerships residential 
development business sector. The vision of Inspace 
Homes is to create affordable, sustainable communities 
of the highest standard.

KLA’s 
Approach to 
developing 
communities

Sustainable development;• 
Local training and employment;• 
Open days;• 
Consultation events and workshops • 
with the community;
Quality design and environmental • 
awareness.
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Circle Anglia

Circle Anglia provides general needs, sheltered 
and supported housing, together with a range of 
responsive care, support and maintenance services.

Circle Anglia also develops shared ownership, market 
rent, private sale and commercial properties in order 
to cross-subsidise the affordable housing programme.

Development and Regeneration
Circle Anglia has an exciting and fast moving 
development programme that provides high-quality 
innovative schemes. The merger between Circle 33 
and Anglia provided the opportunity to combine their 
considerable development expertise and partnership 
strategies.

Key Workers
Circle Anglia shares the Government’s concern that 
key workers such as nurses and teachers cannot 
afford to live in the areas where they work. They 
are working with local authorities to find long-term 
solutions to housing key workers. They are also a 
priority when it comes to allocating homes in the 
market rent and shared ownership schemes.

Shared ownership
Shared ownership enables people on low incomes to 
take their first step on the property ladder. They buy 
a share of the property and pay subsidised rent on 
the remainder, with the option to buy further shares 
until they own the property outright.

Communities
Resident involvement and community regeneration 
are an integral part of the approach to building new 
schemes and sustaining existing developments.

Circle Anglia provides a wide range of affordable housing 
choices, together with care and support packages that 
enable more vulnerable residents to maintain their tenancy.
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Inspace Homes

Each Inspace home is constructed under a partnering 
agreement with Inspace Partnerships, who have 
already built 30,000 homes across the UK, and are 
market leaders in the field of innovation and research 
and the development of off-site manufacturing 
techniques. 

Inspace Partnerships is one of the largest and most 
successful housing construction service providers 
in the UK.  Over 30 years of specialisation in this 
market has equipped the business to successfully 
tackle any type of project from large multi-phase 
regeneration schemes to brownfield housing.

Inspace Homes is Inspace Partnerships’ residential development 
business sector.  The vision of Inspace Homes is to create affordable, 
sustainable communities of the highest standard.

Their aim is to provide sustainable and innovative 
housing solutions today and for the future.

Subject to gaining planning permission Inspace Homes 
will be undertaking the following activities:

Technical Site appraisal.• 

Project Management of the  • 
pre-construction activities and Co-ordination of 
design consultants and other stakeholders/agencies.

Project pricing and appraisal.• 

Construction Risk Management.• 

Project Planning and programme management• 

Main Contractor for all construction activities • 
including the employment and management of 
Supply Chain partners.

Assessment and implementation of new technology • 
and site working practices.

Community management services.• 

Handover of the new homes and support of the • 
Customer Care process.
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The Site
Formerly a railway goods depot, the Blackhorse Road 
site is an area of approximately 1.7 hectares currently 
containing a number of vacant industrial buildings, 
with the remainder of the site comprising derelict 
land. 

To the north it is bounded by a railway line and 
Blackhorse Road Station, to the east by Blackhorse 
Road, and on the south and west by playing fields, the 
former Warner Estate Depot and the rear gardens of 
houses fronting on to Hawarden Road. 

Rising from south to north, a steep embankment is 
formed along much of the eastern boundary of the 
site. 

The current access to the site is from Blackhorse 
Road to the south east of the site. KLA’s highways 
consultant is in discussions with the London Borough 
of Waltham Forest highways officers regarding the 
most suitable position of this access point.
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The Wider Area: Black Horse Lane  
Regeneration

3

The vision for the Blackhorse Lane area, as
outlined in the draft Blackhorse Lane IPPF,
describes an area which has great potential for
improvement for becoming a thriving, attractive
place for both residents and businesses with
significant community facilities.  Blackhorse Lane is
in an excellent position adjacent to the reservoirs
and the beautiful natural assets of the Lee Valley
Regional Park, with good rail and tube
connections to London and the surrounding
boroughs.  The area also has a strong base of
small and medium sized businesses which is
growing and a substantial young population, and
all of their needs must be taken into account in
this revitalisation process in order to fully benefit
from the area’s existing strengths as a well-
established industrial and residential community.     

The planning framework outlines six objectives for
the future of the area: 
• Objective 1 – A new centre around the station
• Objective 2 – Bringing the country into the city
• Objective 3 – Meeting housing need
• Objective 4 – A 21st century business area  
• Objective 5 – New horizons for local people
• Objective 6 – Managing traffic and improving

transport.

Objective 1: A new centre around the station 
Blackhorse Road station marks the entry into
Waltham Forest and has the potential to become
an impressive gateway into the borough and a
vibrant local hub.  With its good public transport
connections and its strategic location within the
London-Stansted-Cambridge-Peterborough
corridor, there is an opportunity for new
development to be focused around the station.  A 

1.2 The vision for Blackhorse Lane
Six key objectives

high density, mixed use development with retail,
leisure and housing is proposed, focused around a
new station square opposite Blackhorse Road
station.   

Objective 2: Bringing the country into the city
Blackhorse Lane is located adjacent to a
tremendous natural resource, the Lea Valley
Regional Park, which incorporates the reservoirs to
the west and Tottenham Marshes to the north.

Views of the reservoirs and Marshes are currently
restricted by barriers such as the extensive
industrial area and a lack of information and
signage.  

A range of proposals for the wider Blackhorse
Lane area seek to address these issues, including
new ‘green’ routes leading from Blackhorse Lane
to the reservoirs and from Billet Road to Banbury
Reservoir and the adjacent playing fields in the

Fig. 1.2 An indicative sketch of the vision for Blackhorse Lane 

An indicative sketch for the vision for Blackhorse Lane 

Figure 5.7 shows an illustration of how building
heights across the site could vary within their plot
boundaries.  This drawing broadly illustrates how
this the heights should vary across the site, from
lower buildings in the east (coloured yellow), to
taller buildings in the west and south (coloured
red and dark red).    

The key points to note are as follows: 
• Two locations are considered the most

appropriate for the tallest buildings - at the
south-western corner of the site opposite the
pavilion café to create a gateway development
for the area, and at the corner of Blackhorse
Lane and Forest Road, opposite the station; 

• The heights of new development should
increase towards the waterfront in the west,
and Forest Road to the south; and 

• The heights of new development should
decrease towards the east and Blackhorse Lane,
given that the existing residential dwellings in
this area are largely two-storey houses.

5.5 Building heights 
Suggested building heights of new development 
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Fig. 5.7 Building heights 

Reproduced from the Ordnance Survey digital maps with the
permission of the Controller of Her Majesty's Stationery Office (c)
Crown Copyright.  License No. London Borough of Waltham
Forest LA 100018724.
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Blackhorse Lane Station Hub and Waterfront – Planning and Design Brief May 2007

These drawings broadly illustrate how the heights should vary across the site, from lower buildings in 
the east (coloured yellow), to taller buildings in the west and south (coloured red and dark red).

Map 
Ref Site Name Mix of Uses Planning and 

Design Brief

BHL1 Station Hub & 
Waterfront

Retail/Leisure/
Residential/
Commercial 
Incorporating 
Neighbourhood 
Centre and section 
of waterfront park

Station 
Hub and 

Waterfront

BHL2a BlackHorse Road/
Hawarden Road

Residential _

BHL2b* Douglas Eyre playing 
fields (Northern End)

Secondary school 
and re-provided 
sports centre

_

BHL3 Old Willowfeild 
School site, Tavistock 
Ave

Residential _

BHL4 Sutherland Road Residential Sutherland 
Road

BHL5 St Andrew’s Road/
Hillyfield/Stirling 
Road

Residential Sutherland 
Road

BHL6 Webbs Industrial 
Estate

New business 
park incorporating 
access road linking 
Blackhorse Lane to 
Sutherland Road

Sutherland 
Road

BHL7 Billet Works Residential with 
commercial frontage

Kimberley/
Billet Works 

(Forthcoming)

Waltham Forest Council has adopted a new planning framework intended to 
support and encourage the transformation of the Blackhorse Lane area in North 
East London over the next 10 years. The area forms part of the Government’s 
London-Stansted-Cambridge-Peterborough Growth Corridor, is located within 
the Upper Lee Valley Opportunity Area and is in close proximity to a number 
of regeneration areas which will be undergoing major change in the near future, 
including the Lower Lea Valley, site of the Olympic Park and Tottenham Hale. 

The IPPF (Interim Planning Planning Policy Framework) identifies the capacity for 
up to 2000 new homes and 1000 new jobs in the Blackhorse Lane Area over the 
next 10 years.

It is the view of Waltham Forest Council that the Blackhorse Lane is an area with 
significant untapped potential. Located adjacent to the wonderful natural resource 

of the Lee Valley Regional Park, with good rail and tube connections to London.
A new planning framework produced by the London Borough of Waltham Forest 
outlines a clear vision for the future of the area that is not only supported by 
the Council but also enjoys widespread support from other statutory agencies, 
including GLA, landowners and the local community.

The framework contains detailed design and development principles for each 
of the three main growth areas, which the Blackhorse Road site scheme must 
satisfy including: excellent design, 10% of new housing designed to be wheelchair 
accessible, achieve the aims and incorporate principles of ‘Secured By Design’, 
energy efficient with at least 10% renewable energy.

The site allocated in the framework for residential development and is also 
allocated  in one of the ‘Main Growth Areas’.

Blackhorse Lane Station Hub and Waterfront – Planning and Design Brief 2007
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Design Concept

‘There is potential in Blackhorse 
Lane 1 and the northern section 
of the site Blackhorse Lane 2, 
to create a dramatic gateway 
and landmark development of 
exceptional quality that will be 
seen by people entering the area 
to the west, and mark Blackhorse 
Road as a location.’ 

– Quote from Blackhorse Lane, LBWF: Fulfilling the 
Potential, Interim Planning Policy Framework, September 
2006.

Site Context:
The scheme seeks to responds to both to its current context and also to the 
future development/ Regeneration proposed for the Blackhorse Lane area which 
proposes to redevelop the land north of Forest Road with landmark high density 
mixed use development. 

The site is in a very exciting location on the edge of the Douglas Eyre playing 
fields, which gives potential for long distance views of the existing reservoirs and 
beyond. The site is contained to the north by an overland railway line, to the east 
by Blackhorse Road and to the south by period terraced suburban housing.

Design Concept:
From the south of the site it is proposed the scheme will reflect the existing local 
2 storey housing. As you move across the site we propose that the built form 
rises up progressively were in the north east corner of the site, it evolves into an 
elegant landmark building which will create a gateway form that can be seen from 
Tottenham Hale, Forest Road and opportunities for view from further a field.

Scheme Features:
It is proposed that a residential development is implemented comprising of at 
least 350 units, made up of approximately 35 per cent affordable, 25 per cent key 
worker units and 40 percent market sale units.

The proposed buildings will be of high quality architecture and would vary in 
height, with an upper range over 15 storeys. 

The parking ratio will be below 0.5 spaces per unit (50%), possible due to the 
sites proximity to the station area. The development will include new pedestrian 
routes and access to the station. 

Amenity on higher density schemes is incredibly important and play areas for 
children, open spaces and amenity areas will be incorporated on site, for both 
public and private use
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Transport Proposals
Transportation is one of a 
number of important issues which 
have to be taken into account 
when considering a residential 
development for the site.

Blackhorse Lane benefits from a major transport hub at Blackhorse Road 
Station, providing access to the London Underground Victoria Line and the 
mainline Barking to Gospel Oak service. There is easy access to the strategic 
road network including the North Circular Road leading to the M11 and M25.

A report that considers the impact of the development with regard to all 
modes of transport will be prepared. This report will be submitted to the 
council as part of the planning application.

The development will include a number of measures designed to encourage 
sustainable modes of transport (particularly walking and cycling), and reduce 
reliance on the private car. The scheme will be covered by a comprehensive 
Travel Plan designed to implement the measures and monitor their effects.

These include:
Well connected routes for pedestrians and cyclists to the surrounding area;• 
Secure Cycle Parking for all residents;• 
Restricted vehicle speeds within the development;• 
An on-site Car Club, available to all local residents;• 
Information and incentives to encourage use of public transport;• 
Key worker housing to reduce long commuter journeys.• 

A new cycle link through the site and leading out to the Douglas Eyre playing fields 
will be facilitated tying into the wider Blackhorse Lane regeneration proposals 
proposed by the London Borough Of Waltham Forest.

Its is proposed that Car Parking will 
be limited, but the provision of cycle 
parking  will be high.
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Next Steps

Your feedback is important to 
us. Let us know what you think 
by filling in the form like the 
one below.  Alternatively you 
can email us at: 
post@greenissues.com  

You will find an online response form on the website address above.  
Your comments will be recorded, reported to and discussed with the 
Council. 

Your comments will be reviewed by the design team whilst drawing up 
final proposals for the planning application.  The development team is 
engaged in pre-application discussions with Waltham Forest Council 
and other stakeholders.

Once the design team have worked up the scheme you will be given 
further opportunity to comment on the proposals.

Your details 
 
 
Title ____ Initial ____ Surname _____________________ 
 
Address ______________________________________ 

 
______________________________________ 

 
Phone ______________________________________ 
   
Email  ______________________________________ 

 
Are you a:   Local resident    Home owner  

 Rented property  Councillor   
 Other (specify) Organisation representative

 
 

Thank you for taking the time to read through our initial thoughts for the site.  Now you have seen what ideas are being 
proposed, let us know what you think about them. It is important that as many people express their comments as 
possible. You can put the form in the ballot box or send it to the address below by 4 January 2008. Green Issues 
Communications will then compile a report summarising comments and if you leave your details, we will send you a 
copy. 
 

Your chance to have your say 
London Wide Initiative – Blackhorse Road

You can submit your views… 
 

  By post – No stamp required 
Harry Hudson 
Green Issues Communications Ltd, 
Freepost NAT22750, 
Reading,  
RG1 4BR 
 

  By email 
harryh@greenissues.com 
 
 

  By fax 
0118 959 8244

Log on at 
www.greenissues.com/thelondonwideinitiativeblackhorseroad 

Under the Data Protection Act 1998 we will ensure that the data you supply to us is processed with skill and care and in accordance with the legislation and codes.  Your details will not be passed to any third 
party outside Green Issues Communications and the development team.  We take our responsibilities in respect of your Personal Data extremely seriously. We will not contact you for promotional purposes, 
unless you specifically agree to be contacted for such purposes at the time you submit your information.

Your views 
London Wide Initiative 
The London Wide Initiative promotes the inclusion of a mix of open-
market sale as well as low-cost ownership and rental homes; do you 
think this is a positive use of land?    

Design Concept 
How do you feel about the initial design concepts? What is important to 
you? 
 

Do you have any other comments? Blackhorse Lane Regeneration 
What are your thoughts on this scheme in relation to the wider 
regeneration of the area? 

Do you have any comments about the proposed scheme?

Copies of the exhibition boards will be available at:

www.greenissues.com/TheLondonWideInitiativeBlackhorseRoad


